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DARK ENERGY SPECTROSCOPIC INSTRUMENT

Dark Energy Stage IV experiment
Spectroscopic survey

It will measure redshifts to ~40 million galaxies 
and QSO until 2026

It uses the 4m Mayall Telescope in Arizona (it is the 
twin telescope of Blanco in Chile)

Main objectives:
- Dark Energy
- Modify gravity
- Massive neutrinos









Current status - highlights
Started main operations ~ 1 year ago.

It is already bigger than SDSS!!! 7.5 million galaxies already



20 rosettes
~280 tiles



DESI instrument







SV3 Completeness and selection function



How to estimate completeness and pair-weights?

The area of DESI focal plane is both complicated and dynamic

The finite number of available fibers implies the incompleteness in a particular 
area will be related to the total number of targets in the area and 

thus fluctuations in completeness are driven by angular clustering of target 
sample

Effect can be corrected via pairwise-inverse-probability (PIP) weights 

Requires many (>100) realizations of fiberassign

Fiberassign re-runs are tractable for data but not really for a large number of 
mocks



VETO masks applied to Data and mocks

Cut to good redshifts (given definition from targeting experts)

Add completeness weights (per observed target, eventually from alt MTL runs)

Add any weights for trends in redshift success vs. spec obs. properties

Add any weights for trends in projected density vs. imaging properties

Randomly sample data column to give columns to randoms

Assumes we are ok with radial integral constraint

If we can predict dN/dz of sample from first principles, can instead sample 
from that to get z

Blinding to be added



Alternate Merged Target List Implementation
Fiberassign re-runs are implemented via “AltMTL generation”

Original merged target lists from main survey are cloned and SUBPRIORITY field is 
re-randomized to create new initial target lists

Run Fiberassign using this alternative sample (SUBPRIORITY-shuffled)

Use all of the same fiberassign inputs (skies, hardware state, etc) as the real survey 
besides the primary target MTL

OUTPUT: A ‘bitweight’ file
•Contains TARGETID, BITWEIGHT, and PROBOBS
•TARGETID is the unique DESI identifier for a given object
•BITWEIGHT is a set of flags, compressed into 64 bit integers, that indicate whether an 

object was observed in each realization
•PROBOBS is the fraction of realizations in which a target was observed

Use for PIP

Use for IIP



Repeating all the process in SV3 mocks

Running AltMTL (256 realizations) on 1 mock ~ 12h to get PROB_OBS (IIP) and 
BITWEIGHT (PIP)

So far working with 20 randoms (same for all 25 mocks). 

- Run fiber assignment with same hardware and conf as data (per date):
- 20 randoms (could be up to 50) * 280 tiles
- ~ 12h

Run LSS pipeline to get clustering catalog ~ 2h, to get unique file for LRG, ELG, QSO

Run LSS pipeline on randoms ~2h

For one mock, total processing time ~ 1 day



SV3 - Data comparison



LRGs



ELGs



Conclusions

Pipeline in mocks follows same procedure as in data. SV3 area is small. 

Future release will need a dedicated lightweight pipeline (~1000 mocks)

Fiber Assignment seems to decrease clustering at large scales. Current weights 
does not mitigate this effect completely

Once pipeline has been finalized, we can proceed to estimate covariance matrices 
and parameter estimation with post-fiberassigment mocks

Ongoing: adapt to main survey (Y1)


